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STATEMENT BY THE STAFF REPRESENTATIVE
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BEFORE THE COUNCIL OF REPRESENTATIVES

On behalf of the Staff Council, I should like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and
the members of the Council of Representatives, for having invited representatives of
the staff to address you.

le are here today because, for months past, the staff has been confronted with
grave problems. In view of these problems, we submitted certainproposals to the
Budget Committee. To our ereat regret those proposals were rejected, and we do not
propose to revert to them now. Inparagraphs42 and 43 of its report, the Committtee
"expressed its full understanding of and sympathy with the position adopted /by the
staff/ and joined the Director General in recognizing that there was a problem". The
Committee also went on to say that "as GATT operated within the common system, it was
not possible to make a decision on a matter of this kind without taking into account
its effects on other Geneva based international organizations within the system". We
also note with satisfaction that the Committee "invited the Director General to use
his influence within the competent bodies to ensure that all necessary steps were
taken to resolve the situation with the utmost despatch, so as to avoid further
detrimental effects".

I propose to base the appeall which I am making to you on behalf of the staff,
on these statements by the Budget Committee.

The Budget Committee recognized that there is a problem. The existence of this
problem was also recognized, in even more precise terms, by Mr. Kurt Waldheim, the
United Nations Secretary General and Chairman of the ACC when, on 28 September last,
he stated before the Sixth Committee of the United Nations General Assembly, that
(I quote): "The present situation is unheslthy in that - in European Duty Stations
especially the post adjustment payments represent an unduly high percentage of the
total remuneration of staff. Moreover, since the post adjustment system does not
provide full compensation for decreases in the purchasing power of salary and allowances,
staff members suffer a loss on the occasion of each reclassificationn of their duty
station. This particularly affects staff members without depen ents.... It must be
acknowledged that the salary situation is becoming increasingly serious." Attention
has also been drawn to this problem by the Staff Associstion of the United Nations
organizations based in Switzerland, which for months past have repeatedly made
joint approaches and protests to the United Nations Secretary General,
the bodios doing preparatory work for the session of the United Nations
General Assembly and the General Assembly itself, with a.view to
obtaining remedial action. The problem is the erosion of salaries, allowances
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and staff pensions resulting from the fall in the value of the dollar, whose
stability was the cornerstone of the United Nations salary system. The problem
also arises because, owing to the monetary crisis, the common system, which was
intended to ensure equitable remuneration for all regardless of duty station,
now has a dis-7irminatory effect on staff members serving outside the dollar area.
Now the consequences of this distortion of the system adversely affect the great
majority of international civil servants, because the headquarters of most of
the organizations in the United Nations system are in Switzerland or elsewhere
in Europe.

This brings me to the Budget Committee's second finding. Unfortunately, it
took the view that it could not act on our proposals because GATT operates within
the common system. This is true, of course, but when a system no longer meets
the real requirements of the situation it becomes necessary to change it. And
since decisions binding the organizations which are members of the common system
can only be taken. by the United Nations General Assebly, the procedure is
ponderous and progress is slow.

Certain proposals concerning salaries and pensions are now, before the
General L.ssebl.y and we hcae that it will quickly reach favourable decisions
on them. But these -ropo0sals do not go to the root of the matter. They will
not remove the anomalies in the present apolication of the corsgon system to which
I referred just now. ';t a mass demonstration which took place in the Palais ces
Nations a few. weeks ago, the staff meiibars of the Un-.ted Nations organizations
having their headquarters in Switzerlennd clearly showed their conviction that the
proposed meas-ues would leave intact the discrimiinntory effects of the system and
would not co:-ensate for tho r-eal losses suffered by staff members serving at
duty stations outside the dollar a-ea. Hence, the s ,eciclizedc agencies whose
staff are victims of the -zesent -ap-olication of the system inmust unite their efforts
to speed us the 1r:ocess of reform no.; required.

The Bud,-et Commiiittee invited the Directo7--General to use his influence Aithin
the competent bodies in the cormion systei-. Here I would like t-,.U a tribute to
the understandir..i shown tby the DirecUo -General of the DroblerLas nov confronting the
staff. But the col.riron syste.: is like the rest of the v.orld; although all eze
equal under the system, so-|e are morce ocucW. than other. Consequently, if it is to
be effective, the action taken by the Director-Geaieral of a smranll organization n.mst
have the su:)oi-' of its leoisl.ative ota that is to sey the Council of 6e,)reser!
tatives. L: r~nyl action he undertakes within the coi:,,etent bodies in the conzlmon
system bet--.een iolW and the neAt General. _ssembly of the United Mc.tions in 1574,
the D1I4ecto->.General must indeed be atble to rely on mn e.-:licit mendrte fro, the
COITT.RCTITG2X-TTS, that, is to say, from the Council. L e should like the Co~:ncilvs
action to take two fcrms: first, the ;~erna.nent rdc-le-,rtions at Geneva should info-m
their Governi.:ents of the effects of the com'non system on international officir-ls
serving in Suitzerland; secondly, the Council should transmit, through the Jirctor-
General, to th0 com',etent bodies in the common system, amu.nurent request to hc.sten
the reforms of the system cnc to ensure thrt at least interior roposals are sutIvlitted
at the next session of the United NTations General ^.sse.;-.ly.
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In conclusion, I must explain that if the staff association has found
it necessary to make a direct approach to its employers, namely the CONTRACTING
PARTIES, it is because the present crisis is having a grave effect on the morale
of the staff, who feel that they are at the mercy of decisions taken elsewhere,
outside the context in which they work. The GATT secretariat is a small one,
known for its policy of budgetary austerity and - at least we hone so forits
efficiency. The manning table of the secretariat has been frozen for years. We are
not complaining about this, but you will certainly understand that it makes the
consequences of the situation I have described to you weigh all the more heavily
on the staff. in making this statement on behalf of my colleagues, therefore, I
am convinced that I am defending not only their interests, but also the interests
of the organization.


